directions of several important subdisciplines in the field. For two examples, recent advances in our understanding of the role of conspecifics in habitat selection, and new perspectives on characterizing communication, are completely absent. Although the awareness of these deficiencies reflects my personal interest, the dated view presented for these two topics reveals a general weakness of the text on ecological and evolutionary topics. As a result, instructors of courses in behavioural ecology may find the evolutionary approach of Alcock (2001) more in keeping with their emphases.
Faced with vast amounts of literature, rapidly expanding subfields, and a diverse student audience, the authors should be commended for the quality of their work. As stated above, the text is a remarkably thorough introduction to the mechanisms of behaviour and adequately covers ecological and evolutionary topics. However, given the increasingly competitive textbook publishing market, I was surprised by the lack of attention to creating an exciting overall education package, thereby increasing the text's usefulness beyond a straightforward reference work. For example, the chapters end with thorough summaries, but with no discussion questions to lead students further. The writing style, while clear, has little of the personal involvement that has made Alcock's Animal Behavior such a popular text. The appearance of the text, furthermore, reinforces the feeling of 'something missing' as many of the photographs are dark and unclear (and at least one, Fig. 5 .1, is mislabelled). Especially disturbing from an instructor's standpoint is the lack of ancillaries (most notably text figures in digital format), although this criticism is muted by the excellent line art found throughout the text.
These criticisms aside, Perspectives is a good, solid textbook that provides an additional choice for presenting the ever growing and increasingly sophisticated information about animal behaviour to students. It is well worth considering for a variety of courses in the discipline and makes choosing the textbook for one's upcoming course pleasingly more difficult. This rich and fascinating collection of articles stemmed from a conference held in Bremen at the end of 1994. More authors were added, and each was asked to seek principles of brain evolution, why enlargement and increased complexity sometimes evolved, whether there is any definable relation between properties of brains and cognition, and how, when and why did cognition evolve.
'Cognition' is seen as the general property of '. . . perception, learning, memory, imagination, thinking, expecting, and planning, be they accompanied by consciousness or not'. Despite the inclusion of the last four of these seven features, the resultant book is emphatically not anthropocentric: Homo sapiens is knocked from centre stage by the editors at the start, and only reappears as a chapter topic with Roth on consciousness in the final chapter. The first half of the book, dealing largely with CNS anatomy, is opened by Wulliman with a comprehensive review of nervous systems across the entire animal kingdom. This is given perspective in the light of the latest cladograms, of molecular dendrograms, and of recent revelations in developmental genetics. How can cladistics be reconciled with the amazing discovery of the homeotic regulatory genes in fruitfly, mouse and flatworm? These are 'orthologous', in that the actual molecules can be interchanged between these species and still specify the anteroposterior organization of the developing brain. Similarly, though not of course homologous, the eyes of insects, mice and octopuses are all determined by the pax-6 gene.
After this panoramic beginning the only invertebrate group treated in chapter detail (apart from the two chapters on insects) is a fascinating review of the echinoderms, by Heinzeller & Welsch.
Next is Hans ten Donkelaar on vertebrate motor systems. The diagrams here are very small, but they lure you into closer study. After reviewing locomotor and manipulative mechanisms ten Donkelaar considers the special systems evolved in some sharks, birds, but in particular in mammals, for corticospinal control of movement. Control of the hands and feet, and in some the prehensile tail, is most cortically represented in primates, with a comparable trend in some carnivores such as raccoons.
Then the senses are reviewed by Hodos & Butler. Fourteen extra cranial nerves have now been recognized, by adding terminal, vomeronasal, epiphyseal and a series of lateral line sensory nerves, and subdividing some of the traditional mammalian 12. The same diagram has been put in twice by mistake for Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Toru Shimizu's erudite review of evolution of the forebrain of tetrapod vertebrates reminds us that although the divergence of the anamniotes (amphibians) and amniotes occurred over 300 million years ago, and the diapsids (reptiles/birds) diverged from the synapsids (mammals) soon after, further evolution has occurred over that vast time, independently, in all three groups, and we must not imagine their modern brains to be simply steps on a scala naturae.
The illuminating chapter by Nieuwenhuys on neocortical macrocircuits connects helpfully with specifically human neuropsychology.
Wagner uses a single bird species, the barn owl, to make a beautiful integration of functional and causal explanations. Unravelling processes evolved in the context of auditory localization in this nocturnal hunter (diurnal owls show some interesting differences) has led to unexpected insights for example into the representation of consonants in speech sounds.
The strange case of the Bolitoglossine salamanders is then presented (Roth & Wake). These small, lungless salamanders have evolved an immense projectile tongue, enabling them to compete very successfully with predators from other taxa in catching small insects in their 611 BOOK REVIEWS
